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INTRODUCTION
Th e complexity of a multibody system model is often simplifi ed to obtain solutions in a desired (or realistic) time scale for applications such as realtime operator or hardware-in-the-loop simulation, robotics and control simulation, model-based predictive control, virtual prototyping, design optimization, and the like. Th e fi delity of such applications is most generally compromised by both the model reduction and simplifi cation required to realize simulation/analysis time constraints. In this respect, rapid computation of the forward dynamics of multibody systems has an important role in many areas. Th is has prompted researchers whose interests lie in a wide variety of fi elds to investigate methods for increasing the performance of multibody forward dynamics methods, which had traditionally computed solutions for the n independent coordinate accelerations in order n³ (O(n³)) operations overall. In 1983, Featherstone [1] presented an effi cient formulation of existing O(n) methods (those of Vereshegin [2] and Armstrong [3] ), called the articulated body algorithm (ABA). Based on Walker and Orin's effi cient O(n³) forward solutions [4] , which were in turn derived from recursive O(n) solutions of the inverse problem [5, 6] , the ABA achieved linear cost versus complexity (O(n)) for the forward problem through the exploitation of additional recursive relationships.
Since the ABA's introduction, myriad O(n) methods that extend the applicability and fl exibility of the recursive formulation have followed. Most notably are the extensions involving various classes of fl exible bodies [7] [8] [9] , integration with optimal fi ltering and control [10, 11] , design sensitivity [12, 13] , and parallel computing [14] [15] [16] [17] . Suffi ce it to say that improvements to the underlying recursive O(n) formulation benefi t all of these areas.
Th e fi rst recursive O(n) algorithms could be applied only to tree-type multibody systems but were quickly extended by Featherstone [18] and Bae and Haug [19] to include those with kinematic (closed) loops. However, these and most other subsequent closed loop solutions require the formation and inversion of an m × m constraint matrix, involving O(nm²) and O(m³) operations, respectively (where m is the number of independent algebraic constraints). Because of the cubic nature of the constraint solution, these "order n" algorithms can be outperformed by effi cient traditional O(n³) methods for modest to heavily constrained systems.
As an alternative to existing O(n) closed-loop methods, Valášek [20] outlined two methods for the treatment of multibody loop systems, in which the eff ects of dependent loop coordinates could be obtained in terms of the independent loop coordinates in a number of computations linear in the number of dependent coordinates. In an independent development, Anderson

[21] formulated similar, though more general, equations based on his O(n) algorithm, which implements Kane's method [22] . Anderson espoused the potential benefi ts of such a method, which, apart from off ering the improved computational complexity cited by Valášek, also included superior constraint stability relative to the traditional "O(n)" constraint formulation.
More recently, the authors [23] have extended the formulation, now referred to as recursive coordinate reduction (RCR), to include a broad array of heavily coupled multiloop systems. Th is work directly demonstrates the predicted results of Anderson [21] and details the limitations of the formulation.
Th is article presents modifi cations to the RCR for the limiting cases of Anderson and Critchley [23] , which pertain to arbitrary selection of dependent coordinates and coupled loops with diff erent loop base bodies. Surpassing these limitations results in a generalized recursive coordinate reduction method capable of accommodating arbitrary multibody systems. Indeed, this approach is now being applied by the authors to model systems with such diff erent applications (as well as spatial and temporal scales) as automotive drivelines and suspensions, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and aspects of their manufacturing/assembly processes, and detailed modeling of the dynamic behavior and material characteristics of nanostructures and molecular systems.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, specialized multibody notations are introduced and used to illustrate the recursive relationships and procedures fundamental to the O(n) algorithms, which will aid in the subsequent developments.
Spatial Tensor Notation
A spatial tensor notation has been adopted to greatly simplify the form of the equations used to describe properties of multibody systems. Spatial tensors are linear algebraically augmented three-dimensional tensors (vectors and dyadics) used to combine translational and rotational information into a common uppercase script symbol. For example, a spatial velocity tensor V and a spatial inertia tensor I may be given as Note that the transpose of a spatial quantity implies an interchange of basis vectors (an interchange of indices on dyadic quantities).
Body Sets
A general multibody tree system, such as that shown in Fıgure 1, allows a number of useful body sets to be defi ned. We note that each body k in the system:
• has a single parent body p [k] , except the base body, which has the inertial reference N as its parent
• has a set of child bodies ch [k] , which may be empty u, (as is commonly done with Kane's Method [24] ) allows increased effi ciency [25] without loss of generality.
Th e velocity and acceleration decompositions are given by
where F V t k and F A t k are the portions of the velocity and acceleration that are not explicit in the generalized speeds u and their derivatives . u, respectively. Th e F V k and F A k have the following recursive defi nitions (4) where u k is the coordinate generalized speed, P k k is the spatial partial velocity vector, and S k is the spatial shift dyadic, which represents the position vector cross-product coupling of linear and angular relationships.
An arbitrary spatial partial velocity P r k can be constructed as:
where
And U is the spatial unity
We note that the quantities N A k , N A t k , P k k , and S k for all bodies k can be formed in O(n) operations for a given system state.
Recursive Dynamics
Th e spatial form of the equations of motion for a multibody tree system containing only single degree of freedom joints is given by Kane's Method [24] as FIGURE 1. System schematic of an arbitrary tree system.
where F k contains all forces and moments on body k applied about the center of mass as well as the inertial force contributions known in terms of the system state. Th e equation of motion (7) readily reduces to (8) by observing the partial velocity decomposition given in (5).
One may now make the assumption that the form of the k equation of motion can be expressed as
Th us, trivial boundary data is extracted from the equations of motion associated with terminal bodies t
Substituting the recursive form for N A k of (4) into (10) gives
And solving for
[ ]
with
Now performing similar operations on the equation of motion associated with the parent body's degree of freedom, and substituting the previous solution (12) follows as
and the recursive intermediate quantities are obtained through grouping of terms as
Th e O(n) solution then involves calculating the recursive intermediate quantities (20) and (21) inward from the terminal bodies, eff ectively lower triangularizing  the system mass matrix. Th en forward substituting for the solution using equations (12) and (4) noting that N A N = 0.
RECURSIVE COORDINATE REDUCTION
Th e traditional "O(n)" constraint technique (which actually performs as O(n + nm² + m³) where m is the number of independent algebraic constraint relations [23] ) cuts joints to produce tree topologies from general multibody confi gurations containing kinematic loops. By contrast, the method of recursive coordinate reduction generates an associated tree topology through the introduction of phantom bodies, which are massless copies of the loop base body (the fi rst body outboard of the inertial reference that branches to form the loop). Th is construction is demonstrated in Fıgure 2 as well as a local loop numbering scheme.
Kinematics
"Open loop" systems resulting from the addition of a phantom body to a previously "closed loop" are subject to the velocity and acceleration constraints
Th e velocity constraint may be decomposed exactly as with the unconstrained system, resulting in
u ni is always a valid choice for a dependent coordinate, and therefore it can be solved for as 
Making an appropriate selection for the recursive form of the k i  equation and solving follows as
And therefore the general solution
is obtained with
(under the assumption that the last m i consecutive coordinates constitute a valid selection of dependent coordinates-e.g., the fi rst p i coordinates form a valid set of independent coordinates). Satisfying the k i -1 equation
reveals the recursive relationship
For the dependent bodies, we note that in the usual V decomposition of (37) it is valid to substitute (33), resulting in (38) 0 0
(39)
Th e relationship (38) can then be used to write additional recursive relations expressing the dependent velocities in terms of the last independent coordinate in the loop p i 0 0 0
with the trivial boundary data
Th is same procedure can be followed with the dependent accelerations resulting in 0 0 0
Th e constrained form of the equation of motion is given by
where P are the constrained non-holonomic spatial partial velocities (which explicitly account for the constraint through direct embedding of constraints into the equations of motion).
Here we note the additional kinematic defi nitions
Substituting the acceleration relationship (47) into (46) and restricting our attention to the local loop we obtain 
where ind i and dep i are the sets of independent and dependent coordinatees (respectively) on local loop i. 
Substitution of (50) into (49) results in
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
And again, the recursive assumption is that the j i  equation is of the form
and trivial boundary data is obtained for the last independent coordinate in the loop p i
Th e recursive form of (4) is then substituted into (57), and the unknown . u j i is solved for in terms of the dynamics of the parent body. A = , thereby dropping the additional term and following the defi nitions for unconstrained tree systems (20) (21) (22) . An additional recursive triangularization of equations (not shown) is also required and trivially obtained when observing that the partial derivatives of (50) change form on the loop base body.
Th e most constraining limitation of this, the RCR formulation, is the assumption that the last m i coordinates of an opened loop constitute a valid selection of dependent coordinates. For this reason, solutions for many looped multibody systems cannot be modeled by the presented form of the RCR, and many more have the possibility of entering singular confi gurations and/or areas of numerical ill conditioning during simulation. Two methods for avoiding singularities by altering the dependent coordinate selection within the framework of the RCR will be described and evaluated in the following sections.
ARBITRARY SELECTION OF DEPENDENT COORDINATES
Th e fi rst method of avoiding singularities associated with the RCR involves the specifi cation of arbitrary dependent coordinates directly in the formulation of the RCR algorithm. In other words, independent generalized coordinates will be included between the dependent coordinates. We also note that the last coordinate in the loop can and will always be chosen as dependent. Th is is because not doing so would require the phantom body to have mass properties, which, although trivial, adds needless additional complexity to the formulation (e.g., some steps can be skipped by noting that the spatial inertia associated with body n i is always zero). Fıgure 3 illustrates a possible selection of dependent coordinates as well as additional numbering information that will be required by the new formulation.
Th e kinematic solution (36), which solves for the behavior of a coordinate in a loop, involves the inversion of an independent constraint relationship. Because there are exactly m i independent constraint equations associated with loop i, this inversion is not admissible for the independent coordinates f i through l i (where f i and l i are the joint coordinates associated with bodies F i and L i of Fıg. 3). Instead, contributions from these coordinates appear directly in the kinematics formulation as
where iDes is the set of independent descendants on the local loop (e.g., iDes
Hence, the solution for the dependent generalized accelerations can be obtained by the acceleration form of (65) 
... spatial (74)
(76)
∩ ind i and n I equal to the number of independent coordinates outboard of p i (e.g., the number of independents in f i through l i ).
Once again the velocities may be written in terms of p i and the known portion of n i , but with an additional contribution from all of the independent variables lying between them (u i ).
Th e constrained equations of motion associated with the last independent coordinates f i through l i of the local loop are given by 
It should be clear that
where H r k is the element of H k corresponding to the contribution of the r  generalized speed. Using this relationship, Eq. (83) becomes
and grouping terms results in
which can also be written as 
And the solutions for the independent generalized accelerations must satisfy the set of linear scalar equations 
which may be written in matrix form as u i . For the remaining independent coordinates on the loop (k i ≤ p i ), the associated quantities and equations of motion are almost those of Section 3, diff ering only in the defi nitions of the terms associated with the virtual terminal body p i , which are instead 
And the recursion proceeds exactly as before.

GENERAL COUPLED LOOPS
A second method of avoiding singularities in the RCR formulation involves altering the topology of the multibody system so that valid dependent degrees of freedom are adjacent and at the end of all open loops. Th e topology adjustment involves the addition of fi ctitious (although completely valid) joints to the system and relies on the ability to handle systems of coupled loops that do not share a common base body. An arbitrary closed loop with an invalid set of terminal joints is illustrated in Fıgure 4. A trivial solution to this problem, which may be valid in many cases, is to simply "work the loop in the opposite direction." Th us in the presence of singular coordinate selection at "both ends," adjusted loops such as that shown in Fıgure 5 can be used to avoid the singularity.
Th e computation of two coupled loops i and j with diff erent base bodies 0 i and 0 j requires two diff erent representations of the spatial acceleration relative to inertial frame for bodies along the intersection of both loops.
Noting the relationships
substitution and simplifi cation of either results in 
If the branching body's associated generalized coordinate is an independent coordinate (which it is not in coupled loops resulting from topology "adjustments" for  the purposes of avoiding a singular coordinate selection), the equation of motion is
Substituting from the recursive equation of motion (57) associated with each of the fi rst bodies (f i and f j ) in the two branching "opened" loops, and again assuming that both bodies have associated independent coordinates (which one is not in the case of the topology "adjustment"), one obtains 
Th e three-term representation of (111) only applies on the bodies which are common to both loops. As on the base body of the inner loop (in this case j) 0j A k = 0j A 0j = 0, and the reduction "back" to two terms is automatic.
In the case of dependent coordinates being present at the intersection of the two loops, relationship (45) allows the three terms to be constructed at the fi rst independent coordinate inboard of b. And solutions involving dependent f i are similarly solved.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
One of the simplest multibody confi gurations for which the RCR formulation of Section 3 will break down is the planar fi ve-bar linkage represented in Fıgure 6. In this system, the action of coordinates q₁, q₂, and q₃ are that of revolute joints, and q₄ and q₅ represent the motion of telescoping prismatic joints. It should be clear that when restricted to a forward sweep of the fi ve-bar, the RCR will break down as a result of the invalid selection of dependent coordinates (3-5). 
Th e general coupled loop (GCL) solution of Section 5 for the same fi ve-bar mechanism is also shown in Fıgure 7 (the motions are identical). In the case of this simple mechanism, the two multibody tree topologies of Fıgure 8 are possible to avoid the singularity. It should be noted that the system of Fıgure 8b is actually an existing solution of a type demonstrated in Anderson and Critchley [23] (e.g., coupled loops with the same base body), the form of which is only available for planar and some special spatial loops. For this reason only the solution indicated by Fıgure 8a corresponding to the general coupled loop procedure is given in Fıgure 7.
Although each of the two methods discussed in Sections 4 and 5 obtain the same result, the computational order of the algorithms is very diff erent. Th e complexity of the arbitrary coordinate selection method is a cubic function of the number of independent coordinates n I located in between the dependent ones (p i + 1 and n i ), owing to the inversion of M M . In this respect, n I is bounded only by the total number of independent coordinates participating in a given loop (n i -m i -1) and should therefore be treated as a loop local O(n i ³) operation. Th is worst case behavior can best be observed in the case of spatial loops with large planar portions adjacent to the loop base body.
Th e additional complexity of the coupled loop solution, if applied intelligently, never exceeds O(m i ). Th e low order resulting from the addition of multiple loops that may be required to avoid several singularities is obtained because the newly formed loops need never be coupled to each other. Hence, the worst case behavior is an m i coordinate growth in the description of the loop, which is solved in linear time O(n + 2m i ) or simply O(n + m).
Th e coupled loop solution also represents the last piece of a generalized recursive coordinate reduction (GRCR) method which yields O(n + m) performance for arbitrary multibody system confi gurations. As such, the GRCR should be used to replace the traditional "order n" constraint formulation in any application save those where the constraint forces are both explicitly required and few in number. Th at is, the constraint forces can be extracted from the GRCR in the usual way, which may be less effi cient only in the case of very lightly constrained systems.
It should be noted that in the presence of heavy local loop coupling, such as one would fi nd in a multibody lattice (or mesh), the local coupling will produce n b spatial inertia terms on each body in a local loop. Th e computational complexity of such methods in general is unclear, because optimal tree representations of such systems are required. In some cases the results can still be obtained in O(n + m), in others O(n + n b m) is more appropriate, while O(log n b n) may be an appropriate upper bound. Th e application of RCR methods to such systems is a topic of current and future research.
Th e GRCR presented in this paper can also be exploited to obtain a parallel computation algorithm with logarithmic time complexity (O(log k n) ). Th is forthcoming work promises a theoretical minimum order of computations (O(n)) on the theoretical minimum order of processors (O(n)) as well as increased fl exibility and accuracy as a result of the form of the constraint treatment.
CONCLUSIONS
Th e recursive coordinate reduction method which has previously been shown to off er true O(n + m) performance for a large class of multibody systems has been expanded to accommodate the complete set of multibody systems. Two methods have been derived to cope with singularities in the original formulation resulting from the fi xed selection of dependent coordinates. Th e arbitrary coordinate selection method requiring the inverse of a n I × n I matrix is locally cubic, O(n I ³), and is superior to the traditional O(n) closed-loop solution if the system loops are small or the coordinates need only be altered slightly.
Th e other solution involving the creation of a coupled loop representation of the singular loop off ers O(n + m) complexity. Th e fully recursive general coupled loop solution presented also completes a generalized recursive coordinate reduction method that can be applied to arbitrary multibody systems resulting in O(n + m) performance for all but the most heavily coupled multibody latices. As such, this method should be used in place of the traditional O(n) constraint method for superior computational performance.
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